
 

 

VTFTM VENTED TRANSITION 

FLASHING 
Apron Flashing and Exhaust Vent in one 

The newly designed, time saving vent professionals prefer 

• New, patented design 

• Low profile, virtually invisible 

• Aesthetically pleasing 

• Saves installation time and money 

• Optimizes attic ventilation 

 
Old style vents are risky       VTF Vent – The best design on the 

And unsightly                         market    

  
 



If it were your house which would you choose? 

 
VTF vented transition flashing was designed to optimize time and aesthetics. 

Unlike other vents on the market, VTF is simple and easy to install. Specifically 

made for porch roofs, shed roofs, box out windows or houses with knee walls 

instead of ridge lines. We have all installed or seen the aluminum ridge vent cut 

in half and bent up the wall. I’m sure you can agree it is neither the safest nor 

the most aesthetically pleasing vent. There are other vents on the market but 

they all require shingling and flashing over once installed. VTF is the apron 

flashing; aside from cutting a slotted vent hole it is installed like standard apron 

flashing. The low profile makes it virtually invisible. See for yourself how easy, 

time saving and professional looking it is – for happier customers use VTF 

today. 

Over the years city inspectors and local code enforcement agencies 

have been enforcing more stringent codes on attic ventilating for 

residential remodeling and new construction - specifically in areas 

where roof lines end at knee walls, porches, shed roof additions and 

large box out windows.  Rightfully so, as these areas are typically the 

first to show signs of non or under ventilated attic spaces. Premature 

curling of shingles, moisture build up, ice dams, mold, and 

delaminated roof ply are just to name a few. Installing VTF vent will 

help prevent the unwanted results of an unvented attic space as well 

as maintaining the aesthetics on the exterior of the home.      

 

Available in:  Musket Brown, Black, White, Clay, and Terratone  

 

 
 
                    Made in the USA 


